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Just for information. to access the administrative web page,
download Sys Tools from below links The present invention
relates to fluid control devices, and more particularly to a

pressure regulator for use in a ventilator system. While in use,
a ventilator system typically includes a patient-side manifold
assembly, which supplies fluid, such as gas or liquid, to the

patient's lungs from a source of compressed gas or liquid. The
patient-side manifold assembly is connected through one or
more hose to a “patient” side of a variable speed or rotary

blower. Typically, the blower is driven at a controlled rate by a
motor and thus the rate of flow of the gas or liquid to the
patient is controlled by the speed at which the blower is

driven. Some ventilators are also provided with a source of
high-pressure gas or liquid which is supplied to the blower in
response to signals from a user indicating a demand for more

gas or liquid. Typically, the blower is driven at a very high
speed until a predetermined pressure is reached. After the

predetermined pressure is reached, the speed of the blower is
then slowed to a controlled rate to maintain the pressure. In

some applications, the predetermined pressure is maintained
for a predetermined time, for example, between 15 and 60
seconds, or even up to 15 minutes. After the predetermined
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time, the blower speed is then decreased until a minimum
desired rate is reached. Typically, a ventilator includes a circuit
for supplying pressurized fluid to the blower. In some ventilator

systems, the pressurized fluid is supplied to the blower by a
high-pressure, or “line” pressure source, which is typically an

oxygen tank, an auxiliary tank, or a “take up” tank. As the
demand for gas or liquid increases and the blower speed is
increased, the pressure in the line rises accordingly. In a

patient-side manifold, the pressure in the line is also
connected to a pressure regulator. The pressure regulator is

typically a spring-loaded device that utilizes a diaphragm and
springs to provide an initial resistance to high line pressures.
When the blower speed is decreased, the diaphragm expands

and reduces the resistance to the line pressure, thereby
decreasing the pressure in the line. When the desired

minimum line pressure is reached, the blower is
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With this tool you can adjust the visual appearance, change
the color scheme, and improve readability. The modification of

the appearance of your PC screen has never been so easy.
Many previous versions of this utility provide support for

multiple languages, such as Spanish, French, German, Korean,
and Traditional Chinese. With the update utility, we are

pleased to introduce an improved interface, including the
following features: 【●】Support for multiple languages, such as

Chinese, Russian, Korean, Spanish, French, German,
Portuguese, Danish and Norwegian 【●】Enables you to select
the images in a rich array of formats, including JPEG, PNG and

GIF 【●】Enables you to customize the color palette in the
installer interface 【●】Enables you to switch to Windows 8
Start Screen (default), Windows 8 Start Menu, and Taskbar

【●】Allow you to change the position of the tool menu
【●】Allow you to set the background color of the tool menu
【●】Allow you to set the background color of the tool menu

【●】Allow you to customize the appearance of text elements
such as the text in the tool bar, the status bar, the buttons, the

mouse pointer, etc. 【●】Allow you to select the font and the
size of the text in the tool menu 【●】When you apply a custom

theme to the tool menu, the colors of the interface will be
changed 【●】Allow you to select the font and the size of the
text in the tool menu 【●】Allow you to restore to the original
Windows 7 look and feel 【●】Allow you to select the font and
the size of the text in the tool menu 【●】Allow you to change

the background color in the tool menu 【●】Allow you to specify
the time interval when the "Update this Driver" confirmation
dialog is displayed 【●】Allow you to change the background
color of the tool menu 【●】Allow you to specify a clickable
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button in the tool bar and the background color of the tool bar
【●】Allow you to modify the position and the behavior of the
shortcuts in the tool menu 【●】Allow you to customize the
appearance of the progress message that appears when

updating drivers 【●】Allow you to modify the position and the
behavior of the shortcuts in the tool menu 【●】Allow you to

change the background color of the tool menu 【●】Allow you to
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